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           This tutorial is about mirror animation

The animation presented is for bowler walk down the 
alley and throwing the bowling ball. 

My friend  Ed gave me an animation for right hand side 
bowler. This tutorial present my work in mirroring  the right 
hand animation to create the left hand side one. 
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The original animation is created by Ulrika Zugzwang from SL. 
I was unable to find the bvh source file on the web. So my  
work start from the animation available in opensim.
1) Make a video of the animation in opensim.

I use Kazam to do that : kazam web site

https://launchpad.net/kazam
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2) Open blender and insert an empty object.
a) use empty with image type.
b) texture with video produced in step 1.  
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3) The empty is mirror so the image is reverse.
a)notice that blender detect the video frames 
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4) Changing offset frame give you the animation steps
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5) Add a sphere to the scene to be use as view reference.
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6) Import the TPOSE.bvh animation file from:
        Standard bvh animation files. 
        

7) Make sure the rotation is set as show.
    Apply rotation to the model 
    so rotation is 0.

http://static-secondlife-com.s3.amazonaws.com/downloads/avatar/bvh_files.zip
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8) Set your 3D screen view to animation.
    Select the ball use it to set the view.
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9)   Select the empty.  Change texture to next frame.
10) Then select the armature in pose mode and set bone
       positions to suit. 
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11) Select the armature. Set the keyframe with locRot values.
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12) Once all keyframes are stored, export animation to bvh. 
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12) We still need to adjust the frame 
       rate per seconds by  
       editing the exported bvh file as 
       show: 

13) Import inworld.        
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SUMMARY

● Make an inworld video of the animation to mirror. 
● Use EMPTY object to post your video so you can copy the poses 

for you armature bone location. 
● Use animation screen presentation and insert animation 

keyframes for LOCATION and ROTATION.
● Play you animation to validate that it look good . Correct as 

needed.  
● Export the BVH file out from blender. 
● Edit the file to change the frame time. 
● Import inword as animation with default settings. 
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